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Slow the Cars: The Elected Official’s Guide to Developing Prosperous Streets

This book—created by leaders in the Strong Towns movement—
will show you why slower streets create more prosperous
and safe communities for everyone. In the stories that follow,
you’ll learn why walkable, people-oriented streets are the most
economically productive form of development we can choose for
our communities and how to persuade your constituents that
slower streets are better for everyone.
Our cities need a bold new vision for the future, and we need
leaders like you to step up and make that happen. We hope that
what you learn in these pages will empower you to think bigger
by thinking slower—and we can’t wait to see how it makes your
town stronger and more prosperous when you do.
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Slow the Cars
By Charles Marohn

We design our streets like roads, as if their primary—and sometimes sole—function is
the movement of automobiles.
Many people don’t grasp the difference between a street and a road. They think the
terms are interchangeable, and rightly so. In the United States, we’ve spent decades
and trillions of dollars blurring the distinctions.

STREETS AND ROADS
To make our cities financially strong and successful, we need to reclaim the lost art of
building great streets, and we must empower our transportation professionals to build
high-performance roadways. There is a serious difference between those two pursuits.

Streets: The function of a street is to

A classic street

serve as a platform for building wealth.
On a street, we’re attempting to grow the
complex ecosystem of businesses and
homes that produces community wealth.
In these environments, people (outside
of their automobiles) are the indicator
species of success. Successful streets are
environments where humans and human
interaction flourish.

Roads: In contrast, the function of a

road is to connect productive places to
one another. You can think of a road as
a refinement of the railroad—a road on
rails—where people board in one place,
depart in another and have a high-speed
connection between the two.

A standard road
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With a street, we’re trying to build a place. With a road, we’re trying to get from one
place to another. Streets emphasize wealth creation. Roads are about movement.

WHY IS THIS DISTINCTION IMPORTANT?
Designing our streets as if they were roads creates three fundamental and interrelated
problems.
First, it’s really expensive. We spend a lot more money on everything from engineering to asphalt when we overbuild our streets. And because poorly designed streets
suppress demand for biking and walking—two lower cost alternatives to driving—they
actually induce even more demand for transportation spending.
Second, poorly designed streets drive down the taxpayers’ return on investment.
In general, the more auto-oriented a development pattern is, the higher the cost to
provide public services and the lower the value per acre.
The kind of streets that are typically located in auto-centric areas are not only less
financially productive, they also tend to be less adaptable, less flexible, and thus, more
financially fragile. The financial struggles our cities face are directly related to the poor
financial productivity of our auto-based development pattern.
Third, designing our streets as if they were roads is not safe. These environments combine fast speeds with randomness and complexity, a condition unsafe for drivers and
particularly unsafe for anyone outside of a vehicle.

STROADS:
THE FUTON OF
TRANSPORTATION
A stroad is a hybrid of
a street and a road.
Much like a futon, it
tries to do two things
at once and is forced to
compromise on both.
A stroad tries to move
cars kind of quickly along a corridor that also builds some wealth. The result is expensive infrastructure serving low-returning properties that fails to move traffic quickly
while being particularly dangerous.
A stroad is the worst kind of transportation investment we can make, yet we build
them all the time. If you are driving between 25 and 50 miles per hour, you are probably
on a stroad. They are everywhere.
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That’s because of the way in which transportation professionals approach street
construction. As they do with roads, they start the process by selecting a design speed.
They then establish the volume of traffic they are designing to accommodate. Given the
speed and volume, they then reference a road design manual to provide recommended
dimensions for safe automobile travel. Finally, they calculate the cost of the project.
The order of these values—speed, volume, safety, then cost—works well for roads,
but it is nearly the complete inverse of what is needed to build a productive and safe
street. Successful streets emphasize safety first—and that’s safety for everyone, not
just drivers and their passengers—and then focus on cost, volume and, finally, speed.
If we want a place to be successful, automobile speed can’t be the top priority of street
designers. It actually needs to be their lowest priority.

#SLOWTHECARS
The most compelling thing we can do today to make our cities wealthier and more
successful is to substantially slow automobile speeds on our streets.
We need to incrementally shift each of our stroads to become either a street or a road,
distinguishing the parts of our existing transportation network over time to emphasize
either a street function (wealth creation/complexity) or a road function (traffic movement/simplicity).
And while the fragile financial condition of our local governments is what compels us to
make this change, it is clear that building lower cost, higher returning streets will also
save lives and improve the quality of life for our citizens.
That is why #slowthecars is such a critical part of implementing a Strong Towns
approach.
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What Does a Walkable Street Look Like?
By Rachel Quednau

You know those games you usually find on the back of a cereal box or in a kids’
magazine that present you with two seemingly identical pictures and ask you to spot
the six things that are different in each? Well, here’s a much easier version of that:

What differences can you spot in the pictures above? (Hint: There are more than six.)
We’re going to talk a little about those differences today and why understanding them
is so crucial if we wish to build financially successful cities and towns.

WHAT DOES “AUTO-ORIENTED” MEAN?
An auto-oriented street is, quite simply, one built primarily for cars. Highways are
obviously auto-oriented, but so are most of the streets and stroads in our cities.
Here’s a handy checklist to help you tell whether a street is built mostly for cars:
1.
2.

Are there multiple lanes of traffic in each direction?
Are the lanes of traffic considerably wider than the average car?
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Do most of the businesses along the street provide their own parking lots?
Is there a large distance between the street and the businesses or homes lining
the street (because of parking, landscaping, etc.)?
Are the intersections controlled with traffic signals?
Does the street lack sidewalks?

If you answered yes to one or more of the above questions, you’re looking at an autooriented street.
The good news is that there are plenty of fairly simple, affordable ways to begin to
move an auto-oriented stroad in the direction of becoming a people-oriented street.

WHAT DOES “WALKABLE” OR “PEOPLE-ORIENTED” MEAN?
A people-oriented street is welcoming, safe and accessible for people in all forms of
transportation but especially on foot. The buildings, sidewalks and other features are
all scaled to people, not cars.
Here’s a checklist that will help you identify a people-oriented street:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the street have no more than one lane of traffic in each direction?
Are the lanes narrow (not much wider than the average car)?
Is parking either directly on the street or behind the buildings?
Are the homes and businesses close to the street with amenities (like signage
and windows) sized for people?
5. Would it be relatively safe and feasible for a person to cross the street at any
point, including the middle of the block?
6. Are there sufficient sidewalks?
7. Are there people out on the street? (No, seriously; is there even a single
human being?)
If you can answer yes to several (and ideally all) of the questions above, you’re likely on
a people-oriented street. The last question is perhaps the most telling indication of a
people-oriented street. If you were to visit this street on a nice day, you should see a
ton of people walking its sidewalks, visiting its businesses on foot, etc.
The good news about designing people-oriented streets is that they work better for
everyone—not just people walking. First, they make life safer for everyone because
they require everyone to be more attentive to their surroundings and to travel at slower speeds. Second, despite concerns that narrowing a street will reduce its car capacity
and make a car trip through it take a lot longer, this is often not the reality. In fact, many
streets, when narrowed, allow for the same amount of traffic to pass through and trav-
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el times may even end up being similar—especially if signalized intersections are eliminated in favor of slower speed options like roundabouts, stop signs and uncontrolled
intersections. That’s because, on a typical stroad, you drive 40+ mph for a few seconds
and then you’re forced to come to stop after stop at massive, multi-way intersections.
On a narrow, slow street, you can maintain a more consistent speed.
A people-oriented street is not anti-car. Quite the contrary. A people-oriented street is
pro-people—whether the people are walking, biking or driving.

A WORD OF CAUTION
If there’s one thing you should take away from this discussion of walkable streets, it’s
the necessity of narrowing many of our roadways (items 1 and 2 on our checklists). The
other features mentioned above—on-street parking, sufficient sidewalks etc.—are all
fairly meaningless if you don’t have narrow streets. It can actually be harmful to invest
in these sorts of features if you don’t also narrow the streets around them, because
you’re sending the mixed message to people that a) they should walk there, but b) it
won’t actually be safe for them to do so because cars will be driving too fast. Not to
mention it’s a waste of municipal funding to build a beautiful new sidewalk that no one
is actually going to use because it’s dangerous and unpleasant.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
So why does building people-oriented streets instead of only car-oriented streets
matter? It’s not only because they’re safer or because they enable people to get around
affordably without a car. It’s also—and chiefly—because they are more economically
productive. They encourage local business activity, produce more tax value per acre and
offer a better return on infrastructure investment.
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Why Walkable Streets are More
Economically Productive
By Rachel Quednau

What is the value of a street where people can walk safely? Why build streets that are
constructed with the needs of people in mind, not just the needs of cars?
Many people concerned with pedestrian safety and “walkability” care about these issues because they feel that walking is good exercise, or that walkable places are more
attractive, or that walking is better for the environment than driving. These are all valid
arguments and may convince some of the people reading this article that walkability
is important. But what I want to talk about today isn’t an argument based on values or
aesthetics. It’s an argument based on pure dollars and cents—one that should convince people with a myriad of values and political leanings that people-oriented places
must be a priority if we want our communities to be economically prosperous.
Again and again, when we look at streets oriented toward people—that is, streets
where walking is safe and enjoyable, where people are drawn to visit on foot, and
where fast and extensive car traffic is not the #1 priority—we find that they are more
economically productive than any other style of development. This is particularly true
when we compare people-oriented places to car-oriented places; think of that stretch
of your town that effectively does everything possible to discourage walking and biking, including a street with multiple wide lanes to ensure fast car movement, acres of
parking, and minimal (if any) sidewalks, bike lanes or crosswalks.
Walkable streets, on the other hand, encourage business activity, generate greater tax
revenue per acre and offer a higher return on investment than auto-oriented streets.

PEOPLE-ORIENTED STREETS ENCOURAGE BUSINESS ACTIVITY
Streets where walking is safe and easy are streets where businesses usually thrive.
A number of studies have confirmed this over the last several years.
For instance, in a 2011 report for Australia’s Heart Foundation1, Dr. Rodney Tolley
concludes:
Streetscape enhancements add value to an area and are associated with higher
rents and the attraction of new businesses. In addition there is good evidence to
show that improving walking and cycling environments raises private property
values by significant amounts.
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Indeed, in 2009, our friend Joe Cortright conducted a study2 that revealed: “In the
typical market, an additional one point increase in Walk Score was associated with
between a $500 and $3,000 increase in home values.” (Walk Score is an online system
that ranks how walk-friendly a particular location is.)
Furthermore, a pivotal report3 by Elizabeth Bent and Krute Singha of the San Francisco
County Transportation Authority uncovered that “travelers using [transit or walking]
spend more per month than those traveling by car.” Interestingly, while the amount
that transit users and walkers spent at area businesses on each trip was less than
the average car driver’s spending, the transit users and walkers made more trips per
month, which added up to higher spending overall.
In truth, you don’t really need a study to tell you these things. Visit the most thriving
commercial district in any city—the one full of shops and restaurants and people—and
I would bet that it’s an area where walking is prioritized.
A walkable street ensures that people can safely cross from a clothing store to a coffee
shop and spend money at both. It means that people who live in the neighborhood can
grab groceries and other necessities easily, so they’ll probably visit nearby establishments more often. Perhaps most importantly, a walkable street is one in which many
businesses occupy the bulk of the land, meaning that dozens of destinations can be accessed in a matter of minutes on foot, and that every inch of land is put to economically
productive use—not squandered in empty parking lots or unnecessary landscaping.

PEOPLE-ORIENTED STREETS ARE MORE FINANCIALLY
PRODUCTIVE PER ACRE
We’ve got data unequivocally showing that people-oriented streets are more economically productive than auto-oriented streets—from big cities to small towns, from the
heartland to the South. Our friends at Urban3 spend much of their time visiting cities
and towns across the nation to analyze their tax productivity, comparing how much
tax revenue is produced per acre in different areas. What they’ve consistently found is
that compact, walkable places produce far more tax value per acre than auto-oriented
places—and that holds true in communities across America.
The following images created by Urban3 visually illustrate the tax value per acre of every plot of land in four geographically diverse communities and this pattern is evident
in all of them. In these maps, a tall plot means a high tax value per acre while a low plot
indicates a low tax value. (In the case of the Lafayette map, taller green plots are revenue
positive for the city while taller red plots are revenue negative.)
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In every single image, the people-oriented, historic city centers are the ones that rise
far above the surrounding auto-oriented land in terms of tax value per acre.
Here’s what those city center spikes look like for the average person walking…

Downtown Des Moines

Downtown Lafayette

Downtown Redlands

Downtown Traverse City
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What do these places all have in common?
• Streets are fairly narrow with no more than two lanes of traffic and parking
on either side—all of which means cars must drive slowly.
• Sidewalks are present in every image and bump-outs, crosswalks and signals
make it easy for people to cross the street.
• Trees offer shade to people walking (especially important in warmer climates
like Louisiana and southern California).
• Businesses open right onto the sidewalk, easily accessible to passersby on foot
and attracting the attention of people driving slowly as well.
• Residences and offices occupy the second (and in some cases, third, fourth and
fifth) floors of these buildings, providing additional tax revenue and putting more
people within walking distance of the local businesses below.
Meanwhile, here’s what the auto-oriented areas on the edge of each town look like…

Edge of Des Moines

Edge of Lafayette

Edge of Redlands

Edge of Traverse City
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In these images, everything is built around the car:
• We see wide roads with multiples lanes of traffic and no on-street parking—
all of which induces fast driving.
• While most of these images do contain a sidewalk (if you look very closely), none
of them appear to be inviting places to walk, what with cars whipping by quickly
right next to anyone walking.
• Crosswalks are spaced far apart, if there are any at all. Anyone who wanted to
cross the street in these places would have to walk a long way to the nearest
stoplight and then sprint across several lanes of traffic in order to get to the
other side.
• The only greenery in the images is empty lawns that serve no purpose. No trees
shade the sidewalk.
• Businesses on the edge of town require large signage that can be seen from
inside a fast-moving vehicle.
• Every single business has a large parking lot in front of it, rather than more
buildings that could house economically productive businesses.
• Buildings are only one story tall, which means that destinations are more spread
out and tax revenue for each plot of land can only come from one business.
This pattern repeats itself in towns and cities across America. When we build for people, we get economically prosperous places. When we build for cars, we get low-value
developments. The result is that the urban core is almost always financially propping
up the entire city.

PEOPLE-ORIENTED STREETS PROVIDE A BETTER RETURN
ON INVESTMENT
But streets where walking is easy and safe are not just economically significant because of their impact on retail sales or tax values, they are also economically significant
because of their incredibly high return on public investment.
The cost of paving sidewalks for people is minuscule compared with the cost of paving
wide roads for cars, installing traffic signals, paying the salaries of traffic cops, etc.
Even the cost of providing enhancements to pedestrian space such as trees and
benches pales in comparison to what we spend when we build around cars.
Furthermore, the wear and tear caused by foot traffic is also negligible compared with
the wear and tear caused by car and truck traffic, meaning that long-term maintenance
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costs for walk-friendly areas are also much lower than for auto-oriented places. (Ironically, most cities spend exponentially more on their roads while utterly neglecting their
sidewalks.)
In short, a simple sidewalk could serve millions of people traveling on foot for decades,
even centuries, with only a small amount of up-front investment and minimal maintenance costs for the city—yet it would support dozens or hundreds of local businesses.
The same length of street designed primarily for cars would cost exponentially more to
build and keep up, and would only serve a handful of businesses.
If that’s not enough to convince you, remember that it’s not just walking infrastructure that’s more affordable to build and maintain in and of itself. The businesses and
homes that exist in walkable areas also provide a better return on investment than the
buildings in auto-oriented areas. The two streets below—one people-oriented and one
auto-oriented—illustrate this clearly.

In the first photo, we see that just one side of this walkable block is occupied by more
than a dozen businesses, most of which have apartments or offices above them. Most
of the buildings are 100+ years old and have been home to countless businesses and
residences since they were constructed. Those initial investments we made a century
ago are paying amazing dividends today.
In the second photo, we see a similar length of auto-oriented street whose buildings
were constructed much more recently and will likely only ever serve one purpose: to
house a Perkins restaurant.
The businesses in the first photo get to use all of their space for actually conducting
business—serving food, selling products, and so on. Meanwhile, the lone Perkins in the
second photo has to reserve most of its space for a parking lot and a large sign.
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Invest in an auto-oriented street and you are temporarily filling a space that will likely
be empty in a decade, draining life and tax value from your town. Invest in a peopleoriented street and you have created value that will continue to benefit your town for
decades and even centuries to come.
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Forgiving Design vs.
the Forgiveness of Slow Speeds
By Jon Larsen, PE

When something works in one situation, it risks being misapplied in other situations.
In the transportation world, it’s common to apply safety standards and designs from
high-speed highways to city streets. Ironically, these “safety features” can be downright dangerous. I want to explain how we got here, why this is a problem, and what we
can do about it.
The concept of forgiving design was developed by transportation engineers to lessen
or avoid the impact of “run off the road” crashes. The general premise is that highways
should have broad shoulders with gentle slopes and a roadside clear zone, which is free
of fixed objects such as light poles. These design elements give drivers time to make
corrective action if they start to drift off the road, and if they do crash, forgiving design
makes the impact less severe.
Civil engineering students across the country learn these principles when studying the
geometric design of highways. They learn about the impact of shoulder widths, clear
zones, slopes, and drainage features, as well as how to mitigate the dangers of fixed
roadside objects through the use of barriers and crash attenuators. I have no doubt
that lives have been saved on our high-speed highways as a result of these concepts,
but they have been misapplied—resulting in negative unintended consequences—
elsewhere.
I think at least part of the problem stems from the fact that minimal attention or
training for engineers is given to the design of urban and local streets, resulting in a
tendency to apply highway design principles to these streets in the name of safety.
This backfires, because forgiving design features encourage speeding in places where
people should be driving slow. When drivers see wide, straight stretches of pavement
with no obstructions on either side, they intuitively think that it’s safe to drive fast.
This is a big problem on streets (as opposed to highways or roads), because streets are
places where people walk, bike, shop, live, work, etc. These activities are incompatible
with and downright dangerous when mixed with high-speed traffic. The bottom line is
this: On streets, the design objective needs to flip from forgiving design to the forgiveness of slow speeds.
The good news is that traffic engineers are increasingly talking about forgiving design vs.
the forgiveness of slow speeds and Strong Towns is at the forefront with the #SlowtheCars movement. Attitudes are changing worldwide as we realize the power of slow.
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The danger of mixing design standards was discussed in an article published several
years ago in the Transportation Research Record (TRR):
Rather than attempting to function as freeways, the livable streets… instead
address safety by discouraging the high-speed operating behavior that produces
systematic error.4
The author goes on to state that European designers have long recognized that crashes
at lower speeds are, by definition, more forgiving. This is why Vision Zero efforts in
places like Sweden have been so effective. Meanwhile, safety efforts in the United
States have focused more heavily on education and enforcement to the point of victim
blaming. This has been less effective than focusing on design. The result is that the US
is falling behind on traffic safety. Education campaigns are important, but their effectiveness is limited unless they are accompanied with systematic design changes.
Here are some questions to help you decide if you should design your street with
forgiving design or the forgiveness of slow speeds:
• Do homes have direct access (via curb cut, driveway, etc) to the street?
• Do businesses have direct access to the street?
• Do schools, libraries, parks, senior centers, or other land uses which serve
vulnerable populations have direct access to the street?
• Will people be walking along or across the street?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you have a street, not a highway, and
you should design for the forgiveness of slow speeds instead of applying forgiving
design. The following table contrasts the difference:
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Here are a couple examples of forgiving design in action in my home state of Utah:
This is I-80, west of the Salt Lake City
International Airport. It has wide lanes,
wide shoulders, a clear zone with a gentle
slope, a wide median to separate opposing traffic and a cable barrier down the
middle as an added precaution. If you’re
going to let people propel themselves
forward inside of high-tech machinery at
speeds exceeding 70 mph (which we do
daily), this is about as safe as it gets.
This is a parkway in Taylorsville, Utah.
Vehicles travel at high speeds, but
not nearly as fast as on the interstate
system. Notice the wide shoulders and
the clear zone with power poles pushed
as far away from the travel lanes as
possible. As with I-80, this highway is
designed for vehicles. People outside
of vehicles are not safe here and this is
pretty clearly understood by everyone.
There is a sidewalk on one side of this street, but it’s rarely used. It has some physical
separation from the travel lanes, which helps make it safer, but it could probably use
either a barrier or additional separation to make it more comfortable for pedestrians
and cyclists.
Here are some examples showing the forgiveness of slow speeds:
This is a residential street in Salt Lake
City, Utah. This street was developed in
the 1940’s and 50’s. This is the street
where my grandparents built their first
home. My dad and his siblings roamed
freely and safely around this neighborhood as kids. This street has cars parked
on it and a variety of fixed objects alongside it: poles, streetlamps, and trees.
These all tell drivers to slow down and be
alert. It is a classic, safe, charming residential street that has aged well.
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This is State Street near downtown Salt
Lake City. It’s a street in transition. It has
carried high levels of vehicular traffic
for decades, but is increasingly being
reworked to be comfortable and inviting
for people on foot. It carries the same
amount of traffic as before; those cars
simply travel slower.
Forgiving design and the forgiveness of
slow speed are two very different approaches because they serve two very different
needs. When working on any road project, it is critical to clearly identify if you are dealing with a high-speed highway or a low speed street.
Make that commitment, go all in, and avoid the messy, dangerous middle.
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Why Enforcement is Not Enough
By Rachel Quednau

If you wanted to take on a healthy habit like drinking less beer or eating fewer desserts,
it would be much easier to stick to your goal if the temptation to indulge was completely eliminated. You’re going to have a really hard time kicking your Mountain Dew
habit if you’ve got cans of it sitting next to your desk at work. Even if you were to, say,
put a sign on the cans that read, “Don’t drink me,” they would still be taunting you every
time you looked at them. Even if you were to ask your spouse to remind you not to
drink the soda, she wouldn’t be near you every single moment with that prompt at the
ready. No, you’d be far more successful in your goal to give up Mountain Dew if you got
rid of the cans altogether.
This is even more obvious in children. If you left your four-year-old to play alone in the
kitchen and said, “Don’t eat any of the brownies sitting out on the counter,” there’s
no way that kid isn’t taking at least one brownie. It’s human nature. Any parent who
doesn’t want their child eating the brownies would remove the temptation completely.
We face the same situation when we look at the streets in our cities. If every street we
drive down is replete with wide lanes and large curving intersections, no amount of signage or even the threat of getting a speeding ticket is going to remove the temptation
to drive fast at least some of the time. It’s basic psychology.
This is why, when people respond to car crashes by saying that we need to lower
the speed limit or get more police officers out there handing out tickets, it makes me
incredibly angry. If we don’t address the root cause of this problem—dangerously designed streets that induce speeding—then we’re going to keep seeing headlines every
day about yet another pedestrian killed and yet another car crash claiming the lives of
innocent kids.
There is no amount of signage or cops patrolling that will eliminate the problem of
people speeding and it is offensive to those who have died and lost loved ones to
suggest it. Furthermore, adding additional police patrols isn’t feasible for most cities’
already strained budgets—and it’s certainly not attainable in the amount that would
be required to even begin to cut down on dangerous driving (which would probably be a
cop posted at every other block, 24 hours a day).
We have to design our neighborhoods in a way that completely eliminates the temptation to speed (and we have to design our high-speed roads in a way that keeps them
separated from the activities of pedestrians).
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The fix is simple: We must narrow our streets. On a narrow street, you are required
to pay close attention to your surroundings and to drive more slowly and carefully so
as not to hit anything. Don’t believe me? Just imagine how you’d respond if you were
driving down this baby:
How fast would you be comfortable
driving? 20 mph? What about if there
were people entering and exiting the
shops on either side, and walking
down the street. 15? Great. That’s
safe!
By designing our streets to account
for the maximum amount of driver error—with wide lanes, large setbacks,
Source: 2benny
curved turns, etc.—we have created
more dangerous communities, because we have left no room for anyone else’s errors.
There’s no room for the kid who chases a ball into the street. There’s no room for the
senior citizen who walks a little slower, the dad who’s pushing a heavy double stroller,
the mail carrier wheeling a cart full of packages across the street…
We can achieve the goal of narrower, safer streets in a very simple and affordable way.
It’s been done in cities across the country using nothing but paint and traffic cones.
But by clamoring for more enforcement or different signage every time someone is
killed in a car crash, we’re doing nothing but putting a band-aid on the situation—one
that will fall off and leave the wound to get infected in a matter of days. We have to
solve this problem at its root by designing streets that are safe for everyone.
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When Your City Hates Your Traffic
Calming Measures
By Kea Wilson

My local news site recently ran a piece of utter gotcha journalism about a traffic calming project in my neighborhood using concrete balls to extend the curb at key intersections on a street called Compton. The TV spot, entitled “You Paid For It”5 and hosted by
local reporter Elliot Davis, featured drivers shouting things like, “These are a nuisance”
and, “The balls have made it harder to turn,” with a reminder that the traffic calming
initiative cost taxpayers $235,000.
While I was tempted to spend the rest of my workday coming up with snarky parody
responses to this video (You Paid For It: Not one but two interstate highways through
your downtown, resulting in 63% population loss! You Paid For It: The Rams stadium,
and look how that turned out!), I know that snark isn’t the answer. Because this journalist isn’t the first person to talk trash on a traffic calming project that’s likely to make
my neighborhood safer and wealthier. And when it comes to projects like this nationwide, he certainly won’t be the last.
This is the uncomfortable reality of the movement to #slowthecars in our humanscaled neighborhoods; all too often, drivers really, really hate being slowed down. And
a lot of them will stay angry, no matter how articulately you argue that narrowing a
street makes your neighborhood immediately safer for all modes of transport—and
let’s be clear, it does. There’s no magic wand that will force all your neighbors to be
happy about changes to the streets they drive down every day—much less stop them
from flooding the alderwoman with calls to get the “hazards” removed, especially when
the nightly news is all but telling them to do it.
Does that mean we shouldn’t slow down cars? No. The safety and financial productivity
of our cities is far too important.
But it does mean that we can and should get a little better at implementing traffic
calming measures each time we attempt them. That’s the essence of the Strong Towns
approach.
Here are a few lessons I’ve learned from my neighborhood’s Great Concrete Ball saga
of 2018 that might help in your town too.

1. CALM THE STREETS THE NEIGHBORHOOD CHOOSES.
The Compton Corridor spheres weren’t installed on a whim. They were actually some-
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thing that the community asked for by name—and that’s something that all of our
communities should strive for.
Since 2013, St. Louis Alderwoman Christine Ingrassia has instituted a participatory
budgeting process to solicit citizen feedback on how the ward should spend their share
of city tax dollars to improve their neighborhood. Multiple residents, Ingrassia says,
pointed to slowing down Compton as a high priority.
As one of the only through-streets in a mostly residential ward bounded by stroads
and a highway, cars frequently use Compton as a cut through, ignoring posted speed
limits and blowing through the neighborhood’s nearly block-by-block stop signs. While
Compton is by no means a stroad—it has one lane in each direction, flanked by parked
cars—the street’s wide lane width, roomy intersections, and proximity to high-speed
arterials communicate to drivers that they can safely speed up, resulting in an often
harrowing experience for walkers and bikers, and more than our neighborhood’s fair
share of car crashes. Ingrassia noted that some residents had had multiple parked cars
sideswept and totaled by those just passing through.
Ingrassia’s choice to tap into the knowledge base of her constituents when deciding how to improve the neighborhood was a wise one. I, and nearly all of my civically
involved neighbors, knew about the proposal long before the first ball was bolted to the
ground, and we felt a sense of ownership and advocacy of it from day one.
What Ward 6 could have done better—and this is every town’s challenge when it
comes to meaningful community engagement—was to reach out even more. When it
comes to your town, providing childcare to busy parents who can’t otherwise attend
budget meetings, expanding meeting times and venues to reach more people, and
devoting more resources to developing deep relationships in the neighborhood and
publicizing these initiatives far and wide can always help more neighbors feel involved
in the process.

2. BUILD INCREMENTALLY.
Of course, many of the most vocal detractors of the concrete balls aren’t people from
my neighborhood at all—they’re the drivers that use Compton as part of their daily
commute, but don’t actually stop to walk around and experience the neighborhood as a
resident might.
There are limits to how much buy-in you can build among drivers like these, especially
if their only priority is cutting a few minutes off their trip (and everyone else’s safety be
damned). But implementing traffic calming measures in incremental phases can act as
a visual warning that a project is coming, even to those just passing through—and give
leaders a chance to hear and respond to feedback before the concrete is poured.
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The Compton ball project actually began with nothing more than paint on the ground—
an inexpensive move that piqued driver curiosity and attracted media attention, getting
the word out about the changes long before they became permanent.
While a few more incremental steps could have followed (I would have loved to see
the neighborhood try a basic tactical urbanism demonstration and possibly a few more
temporary interim designs before we committed to the specific solution we chose) the
ward’s decision to phase the measures in gradually was a smart way to inexpensively
test the waters while also giving road users an early heads up. (The fact that Ingrassia
says the ward remains committed to re-evaluating the spheres over the next year and
iterating their effectiveness is even better.)

3. BEAUTIFY (OR AT LEAST MAKE IT CUTE).
One of the odder aspects of the pushback against the Compton spheres has been drivers’ insistence that they simply can’t see the balls.
Standing far above street level on flat, well-lit roadways with clear sight lines, it’s hard
to understand how this is possible; or as journalist Chris Naffziger says, “If you cannot
see a giant, two-foot-tall, gray concrete ball against a backdrop of red brick, glass or
shrubbery, you should not have a driver’s license.” But that doesn’t mean that a little
color is ever a bad idea.
It’s easy for an irate driver to look at a concrete traffic calming prop and only see a
dangerous impediment. Throw some paint on it, though, and it can become a piece
of public art that they enjoy slowing down to marvel at, rather than cursing as they
swerve to avoid it.
Residents of my neighborhood understood this instinctively. One of my neighbors
knitted a pom pom hat for the ball; when it went missing, another mystery neighbor
duct taped googly eyes and a mustache to it. And it should be noted the committee’s
decision to install spherical bollards in the first place was, in part, a gesture to the
importance of aesthetics; they even selected a designer who was a protégé of Bob
Cassily, the creator of our city’s famous, utterly singular City Museum.
Whether you choose to invest some money to beautify your traffic calming measures—I love Michael Allen’s suggestion of hosting “the nation’s first concrete bollard
art biennial” on Compton—or just raid the craft store to make it temporarily a little
cuter, changing the look of a concrete object can be an easy, inexpensive way to shift
the conversation.
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4. CELEBRATE.
The biggest missed opportunity on Compton? They haven’t thrown a party.
Traffic calming measures aren’t just concrete and strategic design: they’re a clear signal
that drivers don’t own the roads we live on, and that our streets are where residents
live, not just where we drive our cars. Marrying the installation of the Compton balls
with an open streets event that celebrates all the things we can do in the street
besides drive a car would have been a fantastic way to send a message that Ward 6
is behind the balls. We can still do this—and maybe use it as an excuse to get those
things painted, working together as neighbors.

5. EDUCATE.
I put “education” last in this list on purpose. That’s not because I don’t think it’s important to help our fellow citizens understand why it’s so crucial that we slow the cars;
on the contrary, I think a broad, cultural shift in how we understand and talk about our
streets is the only way our cities will ever thrive (which is why I work for Strong Towns).
But when it comes to implementation, traffic calming needs to be visual, impactful, and
most of all, instinctive—not something that every driver needs a lecture to understand.
So when you do get into a conversation with someone who’s resistant to the traffic
calming measures, take a breath.
If I found myself in a conversation with the “You Paid For It” host, I might point out that
my tax dollar didn’t pay for “concrete balls in the street”—they paid for a safer, calmer,
and more financially productive neighborhood for myself and the rest of my neighbors.
I might argue that the fire department approved the measure, so any argument that
it’s impossible for large vehicles to turn is just false—and that making it difficult for
any vehicle to make a turn at high speed is literally the point of the measure, because
“difficult for a car to turn” is a much better alternative than “difficult for a child to cross
without getting hit.”
I might mention that the scare tactic of flashing the $235,000 bill for the project across
the screen is just that—a scare tactic—because traditional bump outs at a single intersections would have cost more than all of the Compton balls across four intersections
combined.
And I’d certainly mention that the fact that people are hitting the balls at enough speed
to knock them off their foundation is the best evidence I’ve heard yet that we have a
major speeding problem in our neighborhood, even if I agree that we need a design
solution to keep them from rolling off when they’re struck.
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But mostly, I’d challenge a detractor of the Compton balls to really pause and think
about what they mean by “safety.” We’ve become so used to forgiving road design that
we’ve forgotten what that design really forgives: cars running off the road, which is not
so forgiving to a passing pedestrian.
The safety of a vehicle cannot and should never outstrip the safety of a human being,
no matter their mode of transport. As advocates, we have to make that case clearly
and convincingly to everyone in our communities.
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Resources

•

Is it truly safe for children to walk or bike in your town? Take our test to find out,
plus get ideas for how to make your community more accessible for people of all
ages: https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2017/4/4/strength-test-6-can-children-		
safely-walk-and-bike-in-your-town

•

Give your city a Walkability Audit: https://www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/worksite-pa/		
pdf/walkability_audit_tool.pdf

•

Use tactical urbanism to cheaply and creatively try out slow streets tactics with this 		
excellent set of guides: http://tacticalurbanismguide.com/

•

These resources will help you host a pop-up traffic calming demonstration in your town:
https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2017/4/10/use-these-resources-to-host-a-popup-traffic-calming-demonstration

•

Learn how to throw an “open streets” event in your neighborhood: http://open			
streetsproject.org/

•

Find out how to improve your city’s bike network on a budget: https://www.strongtowns.
org/journal/2016/10/19/how-to-improve-your-citys-bike-network-on-a-budget

•

See examples of cities that have made their streets more successful using the Better
Block model, then think about bringing this team to your town to do it too: http://better		
block.org/

•

Visit StrongTowns.org/slowthecars for more ideas.
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The mission of Strong Towns is to support a model of development that
allows America’s cities, towns and neighborhoods to become financially
strong and resilient. For the United States to be a prosperous country, it
must have strong cities, towns and neighborhoods. Enduring prosperity for
our communities cannot be artificially created from the outside but must be
built from within, incrementally over time. For the latest on slowing the cars
from Strong Towns, visit www.strongtowns.org/slowthecars.
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